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At Ovizio, we are frequently asked why we chose double digital 
differential holography microscopy (D3HM) to monitor cell viability. 
We thought that the most comprehensive way to approach an 
analytical procedure was to question every aspect of it as a validation 
method. We asked ourselves: What do we want to measure? How can 
we measure it? How can this be achieved accurately and precisely? 
What are the techniques involved? Which one is the best? By reading 
the results of our study, you will get:
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Together with cell concentration, viability is one of the key 
parameters of a cell culture process. Any optimization in the cell 
growth kinetics or in the process operation timing can ultimately  
lead to a dramatic increase in the final production yield.

During process development, viability data allows bio-engineers 
to clearly define the best parameters (such as dissolved oxygen, 
pH and nutrients) related to cell growth and to establish critical 
process parameters such as determining feed or harvest times. These 
parameters are the core of the QbD (Quality by Design) approach. 

In cGMP operations, monitoring cell viability provides key 
information on the status of the culture. This helps calculate specific 
production and consumption rates, quantify volumetric productivity 
of a batch and indicate a culture’s infection. It is also a critical 
element according to EMEA or FDA regulations for documenting and 
continuously controlling the cultivation process, which is the key 
principle of Process Analytical Technology1.

Cell viability monitoring implies the design of an optimal analytical 
method that will enable the most accurate and precise measurement 
(Figure I). 

If accuracy represents the closeness to the target, precision is a 
matter of reproducibility. It requires the measurement of a relevant 
parameter, capturing and interpreting the related signal as well as 
being statistically representative.

Low accuracy

Low precision

High accuracy

Low precision

Low accuracy

High precision

High accuracy

High precision

Cell Viability

Figure I: Accuracy vs precision

Therefore, it is crucial to clearly understand what we want to 
measure and how the available techniques can best evaluate the 
accuracy and precision of the method.
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Cell viability is defined as the ratio between living cells and the total 
number of cells (dead/dying and living). The main challenge lies in 
correctly counting a group of cells and distinguishing between live 
and dead cells. It has been shown that different Programmed Cell 
Deaths (PCD) have a Point of No Return2,3,4, meaning that prior to this 
point a “dying” cell can go back to a normal activity.

Cell death and the apoptotic pathway is induced by two main 
mechanisms, receiving either an intrinsic or extrinsic signal, (e.g., 
stress factors or ligand binding on the membrane); however, a cell 
is capable of halting cell death due to cell signal regulation and/or 
removal of apoptotic inducers5.

We provide a quick overview of cell death here, but it should be noted 
that there are many causes and pathways that exist, and the true 
“point of no return” is still debatable. Cell death can occur after the 
introduction of stress, senescence of the cell, an infection or a death 

signal via membrane-ligand binding. A living cell will either proceed 
to one of the many death pathways, be ingested or be mechanically 
destroyed. In the first case, this will lead to a degradation of its 
organelles, the insertion of pores into its cytoplasmic membrane 
and finally the destabilization of both nuclear and cytoplasmic 
membranes (Figure 2). 

With regards to cell viability measurement, the method is accurate 
if it has the ability to identify a cell as “dead”, which is the moment 
when it can no longer return to a living state (passes the point of no 
return). It is precise if it gives reproducible results and is always able 
to identify dead cells from a certain step in its death pathway.

The purpose of the following segments is to explore and understand 
the principle of the different methods available and accordingly 
review the accuracy and precision of current instruments applying 
said methods. 

Living cells

Life DeathPoint of no return

Dying cells Dead cells

Figure II: Schematic representation of Cell Death
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There are several analytical methods for the measurement of 
cell viability. Their differences essentially arise from the nature 
of their observation and the technological choice. Depending on 
the selected technique, it will be more or less easy to perform 
the analysis, interpret the results and process the data. As most 
of the technical principles have been known since the first 
decades of the 20th century, recent technological evolution, such 
as miniaturization and automation as well as new computing 
methods, has increased the accuracy and precision of cell 
viability measurement methods.

To review each method individually, it is essential to first explain 
the available options and their implications by going through 4 
steps: which cell death characteristics are measured; how are 
they measured; what is the available information and how to 
process it; and finally, how to sample or visualize the culture.

State of analytical methods
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How to characterize dead cells 
There have been numerous scientific articles and publications 
characterizing and identifying key attributes (morphologically and 
otherwise) of apoptosis and its inducers. From these studies, various 
parameters that characterize the cell status (living/dying/dead) have 
been concluded. In this section, we will quickly describe the three 
principles upon which the main methods are based: membrane 
integrity, cell profiles, and labelling.

 
Membrane integrity

A dead cell will not maintain its membrane integrity due to the 
formation of pores around the membrane and by disintegration 
of its unity (Figure II). Techniques focused on this property lack 
accuracy, as many pathways lead to cell death and some dying cells 
might overstep the Point of No Return before the formation of pores. 
However, the precision of such techniques can be very high as there 
is little ambiguity about the presence/absence of pores and non-
uniformity.

Cell profiles

Morphological changes of a cell throughout its life cause it to 
progressively fall apart; therefore, a cell may be characterized by its 
shape and granularity. The accuracy depends on the profile setting of a 
dead cell and consequently is impacted by a pre-established choice. 

Labelling

A completely different strategy uses direct labelling, such as 
a fluorescent or radioactive molecule coupled to an antibody 
that specifically binds to an antigen of interest, or indirect such 
as genetically manipulated cell labelling. These techniques are 
frequently used in vitro. Their principle induces a bias as it involves 
either modifying the cell’s DNA or labelling it with a targeting 
agent. As the cells are not in their natural state, the accuracy of 
the techniques that rely on this tactic is poor. Precision will widely 
depend on the type of labelling used. 

Labelling will not be discussed any further in this paper.
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How to acquire the related data 
Now that the main parameters that characterize a dead cell have been 
described, the next step is to discuss how they are measured. These 
methods have evolved into different paths over the years: from the old-
school yet pertinent capture of an image of the culture (or a sample), 
to the application of the binary Coulter principle, or the use of the 
comprehensive double differential digital holographic microscopy. 
They can be classified according to the parameters they measure.

Techniques for measuring  
membrane integrity  

Trypan blue

Trypan Blue is capable of entering (almost exclusively6) a dying 
or dead cell through pores generated within the outer membrane 
following programmed cell death and therefore, is incapable of 
entering living cells. The appearance of plasma membrane pores is 
therefore the moment when a cell is identified as “dead”, whenever 
Trypan Blue is used and regardless of the process. It is interesting 
to note that this event occurs after the point of no return is reached, 
therefore some dying cells are not revealed by the technique but 
every revealed cell is either dead or dying with no possible return. 
The techniques involved are precise but lack accuracy. Moreover, the 
sample is wasted.

Coulter principle

The Coulter principle is based on the fact that a living cell, being 
an electric micro insulator, creates an impedance when submitted 
to a low electrical current. This principle is used primarily for cell 
counting and size measurements and not for viability measurements 
specifically. However the Electrical Current Exclusion principle8 brings 

another dimension to cell counting. Dead cells let the current pass 
due to destabilization of their membrane integrity, whereas living cells 
do not. The techniques involved are precise but lack accuracy as they 
quantify only the dead cells well advanced in the death pathway.

Techniques for measuring cell profiles

Microscopy

Image capture may also be done without staining. Microscopy is 
used here only to visualize the shapes of the cells in the best possible 
resolution. The culture (or a sample) is subject to a light beam in 
order to be photographed and/or filmed. When the whole culture 
is illuminated, a red LED light is often used to avoid disturbing the 
cells. The techniques involved are less precise but can show greater 
accuracy depending on what death pathway the cells use.

Flow Cytometry (FACS)

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) provides a method for 
sorting a heterogeneous mixture of cells into two or more containers, 
one cell at a time. The working principle behind this method is based 
on specific light scattering and fluorescence patterns of each cell. 

Specifically, in suspension cell culture, cells are entrained in the centre 
of a narrow, rapidly flowing stream of liquid. The flow is arranged so 
that there is a large separation between cells relative to their diameter. 
The flow passes through a fluorescence measuring system where 
different patterns or characteristics can be detected, identified and 
separated. Because there are numerous applications for FACS, it is still 
a common method for cell culture monitoring and counting.

Wallace H. Coulter described 
his principle in the 40s in the 
purpose of quicken blood cells 
analysis. Since then, it has 
been used in many applications 
in the medical world and in 
research. 

The technique was expanded 
by Len Herzenberg, who 
was responsible for coining 
the term FACS9, but FACS 
is trademarked and owned 
by Becton, Dickinson and 
Company.10

First synthetized in 1904 by 
Paul Erlich (Nobel Prize in 
Physiology or Medicine, 1908), 
Trypan Blue is one of the 
most-used dyes in laboratories 
for cell viability monitoring.
Its name is derived from its 
ability to kill trypanosomes 
(responsible for sleeping 
sickness). 
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Techniques for measuring the cell’s profile  
and membrane integrity.

Holographic Microscopy

The deformation of the membrane due to inserted pores changes the 
way a cell interacts with light. The shape and size are different but 
other details are also impacted and can be studied with adequate 
equipment such as the phase shift of the wavelength of light going 
through a transparent object. Whereas classic Light Microscopy (LM) 
can only see light wavelength, Double Differential Digital Holographic 
Microscopy (D3HM) can also see Optical Path Length (OPL, a value 
depending on the refraction index of the objects the light crossed) 
by comparison between the light beam and a reference light beam. 
The techniques involved focus on membrane pores insertion and cell 
profiles, combining their accuracy and precision. 

How to analyze  
the acquired data
Once information about the culture is acquired, data needs to be 
analyzed. While it is essential to have a sensitive technique with good 
accuracy and precision, it becomes pointless if the acquired data 
cannot be efficiently processed. Since different methods detect death 
at different stages of the cell death pathway, they have different 
thresholds and can indicate different ratios at a given time. 

Manual Analysis

The most basic and quick way to count cells and to calculate 
viability is performed manually. However, samples need to be 
diluted, and these dilutions can lead to inaccurate measurements 
and calculations. Further description of manual sampling effects is 
described later.

Once the (colored) sample is correctly displayed between the 
microscope slide and the coverslip, the number of uncolored cells is 
divided by the total number of cells (colored and uncolored) and then 
multiplied by one hundred to obtain the percentage of viability.

The limitation of this technique is inherently linked to its manual 
aspect: it is not feasible for a human to count thousands of cells. So, 
the sample and number of events has to be small, thus introducing 
a bias from the handling and required dilution (described above). 
This leads to low precision, subjectivity, operator-dependent results 
and poor accuracy. The estimated error for manual cell counting is 
summarized by the following equation11:

  
n= Number of counted cells

This gives an error of 20% for a count of a hundred cells. The manual 
analysis is of course the weaker way to process data. Indeed, the 
most precise technology seems pointless if compromised by the 
various interpretations of different users. The large percentage 
of variation between two different people cannot be ignored 
when comparing methods of monitoring cell viability. The lack of 
reproducibility and objectivity leads to lower precision. 

Dennis Gabor (Nobel Prize in 
physics in 1971) discovered 
the principle of holography 
in 1947. The first holograms 
were only created in 1964, 
with the development of laser 
technology. Today, holography 
can be achieved with different 
light sources such as LED light. 

Error max = 2x        %
100

n
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Image Recognition Software 

Image Recognition Software (IRS) automatically detects patterns in 
datasets and uses them to characterize new data12,13. It allows the 
distinction between dead and living cells by their shape, (artefactual) 
color and granularity. 

IRS works by identifying regions of interest (ROIs) or “objects” 
present in the picture or movie. Measurements and statistics can 
be collected from the object (the cell’s image), such as (artefactual) 
color, intensity, shape, size, position and potential other parameters 
as well as the number of objects and their distribution. According 
to the used technique and the obtained values, the cell is then 
considered either alive or dead.

IRS-based analyses have the major advantage of enabling machine 
learning in order to improve the subtlety of their discrimination. 
This leads to high precision. The accuracy, on the other hand, is 
impacted by the predefined “image” of dead cells implemented 
into the software. This subjective choice lowers the accuracy of 
the techniques involved except for the ones based on membrane 
integrity. These have their accuracy objective (presence/absence of 
pores in the membrane) as it is dependent on the accuracy of their 
primary assumption. 

Specific software analyzing raw data

Many of the previously discussed techniques have very specific 
analysis approaches. For example, a software distinguishing between 
the impedance of living and dead cells can process variations of the 

recorded impedance, transforming electric current into digital data. 
Specific software is also used by flow cytometer and Double Digital 
Differential Holographic Microscopes to transform the raw data they 
capture into relevant information on the culture. 

Specific software analyzing raw data are all based on membrane 
integrity and are fully automated. With no intervention of human 
decision, strong accuracy and precision are ensured, except in 
the case of Flow Cytometry, where setting and gating are manual, 
leading to a lack of both accuracy and precision.

Moreover, the OPL-analyzing algorithms combine full automation 
of specific software analyzing raw data and machine learning. This 
brings a high score in accuracy and precision.

Machine learning

To improve efficacy, Image Recognition Software and OPL-analyzing 
algorithms use Machine Learning. It is a self-improving system capable 
of optimizing software that distinguishes between objects thanks to 
pre-entered parameters and a calibration phase where the system 
analyzes known objects to “learn” how to automatically recognize 
them12. It can be considered as the automation of the optimization. As 
a result, analysis becomes more and more fine-tuned over time. This 
can be implemented on only one machine but some companies take 
the bet of offering participative machine learning to enhance their 
solution by combining the results of several machines.
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How to sample 
Now that each step of the data acquisition and analysis has been 
described, another important matter needs to be discussed: does 
the data represent the whole culture or only a sample? The way 
suspension cell culture is sampled also depends on the chosen 
technique and the kind of culture. The three different approaches 
are: manual, on-line and in-line sampling. The aim of automated 
sampling (the latter two) is to avoid bias in measurement and 
contamination. But in the context of cell culture, where some 
processes are applied to small volume, in-line techniques have the 
advantage of being free of sampling.

Sampling also encompasses sample preparation as for instance, 
brings the cell density to the measurement range of the instrument 
used. Every alteration of the sample comes with a loss in quality of 
the sample, thus making it more and more different from the original 
volume present in in the original cell culture vessel.

Manual Sampling

The first sampling method ever used was manual. While it is still 
mostly used, it represents an important source of bias and a 
significant potential source of contamination of the culture (the 
sample may not be homogenous or representative and the invasion 
of the culture media may disturb the cells). As it is user-dependent 
and sometimes not made in a homogenous way, it lacks accuracy 
and/or precision.

On-line techniques

On-line techniques are not based on the same principle, acquisition 
methods nor analysis but have common advantages as they:

•  are directly connected to the cell culture vessel

•  bring limited risk of contamination

•  eliminate the human cause of errors

For some cell imaging strategies, the sample may be cyclically 
extracted from the bioreactor to be conveyed to the microscope. 

On-line techniques waste the sample used, which can be impairing 
in cases where the product is a small volume, but they are free of 
contamination risks. 

In-line techniques

All In-line techniques are not based on the same principle, 
acquisition methods nor analysis but share the particularities of: 

• being directly connected to or integrated to the culture vessel 

• very limited or no risk of contamination depending on the method

• using automated sampling or having no need to sample at all

• in the earlier case, “recycling” the sample so there is no material 
waste.

In-line techniques can be even more accurate and precise than on-line 
techniques as they have a more representative view of the culture.
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Now that we understand the main principles currently used in the 
cell culture world, we can review and classify the main available 
techniques for cell viability monitoring by considering that the 
most accurate technique must be based on cell profiles and the 
most precise must be focused on membrane integrity.  

Both accuracy and precision are higher with automated analysis 
tools coupled with machine learning. Lastly, in-line techniques 
are the best option for accurate and precise sampling and ensure 
neither waste nor disturbance of the culture.

Overview of today’s monitoring techniques
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Figure III: Hemocytometer
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Techniques  
using Trypan Blue
Hemocytometer

Hemocytometer sets its sight on the cell’s membrane integrity to 
discriminate dead from living cells. It uses the Trypan Blue property 
to color dead and dying cells. It is then displayed between a 
microscope slide and a coverslip. The microscope slide is graduated, 
allowing the user to have a precise idea of the volume of the sample 
observed. The viability is calculated via manual counting and visual 
discrimination. The sample visualized with the hemocytometer is 
manually extracted from the culture. 

The hemocytometer is certainly the most-used and the easiest 
solution to implement in labs. However, it is time consuming in 
terms of workload and demonstrates high variability between 
measurements as it lacks precision and accuracy due to the manual 
acquisition, analysis and sampling, quantifying only the dead cells 
well advanced in the death pathway. 
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Image mosaic

The image mosaic technique focuses on the cell’s membrane 
integrity to tell dead from living cells. Unlike the hemocytometer, 
several slides are used and are imaged. The images are then sent 
to a computer to be analyzed by a specific software. Image mosaic 
software aims to overlap those pictures to build an image mosaic 
of all cells on the microscope slide grids.7 It is then processed by an 
IRS. The samples visualized with the image mosaic technique are 
manually extracted.
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Figure IV: image Mosaic
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Image mosaic is an addition to the hemocytometer as it increases 
its precision thanks to automated acquisition and analysis but it still 
suffers in precision and accuracy due to manual sampling. It also only 
quantifies the cells well advanced in the death pathway.
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Cell Imaging System

Membrane integrity is also used for the characterization of dead cells. 
Here, the coloration of the sample by the Trypan Blue is performed 
automatically. Once cells are mixed with the dye, they are drawn 
into the fluidics system of the machine and imaged. The cell imaging 
software uses the photographs taken by the microscope and analyzes 
them by an IRS. CIS may get the sample manually or cyclically extract 
it from the bioreactor to be conveyed to the microscope (on-line 
sampling).
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Figure V: Cell Imaging System

The cell imaging system is the almost fully-automated version of the 
hemocytometer. In most cases, it still lacks precision and accuracy 
because of its manual sampling. However, some devices are now 
equipped with an automated sampling version that allows online 
monitoring. As it depends on the use of Trypan Blue, cells cannot be 
returned to the culture, thus the sample is wasted.
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Techniques using  
Coulter Principle
CASY Counter

A CASY counter relies on the cell’s membrane integrity and its impact 
on a cell’s impedance to distinguish between living and dead cells. 
A cell’s electrical impedance, as described by the Coulter Principle, 
can be measured with a tube in which cells are submitted to a 
low intensity current14,15. A software that distinguishes between 
the impedance of living and dead cells processes variations of the 
recorded impedance and transforms electric current into digital data. 
Just like the previously presented technique, a CASY counter can get 
the sample from manual or on-line sampling.

CASY counter acquisition is very precise but lacks accuracy as it only 
quantifies dead cells that are well advanced in the death pathway. 
The analysis cannot benefit from machine learning. Sampling can be 
either manual or automated (thus lacking or increasing accuracy and 
precision). As they are submitted to an electric current, cells cannot 
be returned to the culture. Therefore, the sample is wasted. 
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Figure VI: CASY Counter
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Flow Cytometer

Flow cytometers16 characterize dead cells by monitoring their 
membrane integrity and/or by labelling. Based on light scattering or 
the Coulter principle (but using a laser rather than electricity), they 
can study cells with a label based or label-free method (which can 
affect the preparation time of the sample) and sort cells according to 
parameters determined by the user. The cells go from a tube through 
a capillary (fluidics system) and are crossed by one or several laser 
beam(s) (optics system)17. The fluorescence features will not be 
explained here but the basic optics system can be described as two 
detectors: 

• one for the Forward-SCattered light (FSC) that detects the 
light from the laser that passes around the cell, hence giving 
information about the size of the cell 

• one for the Side-SCattered light (SSC) that detects the light 
reflected by the inner compounds or the cell external granularity. 

After excitation of the samples by a laser beam(s), data is processed 
by a specific software (Electronics System)17 transforming electric 
current into data. In order to extract information from the raw data, 
the user will have to configure some settings:

• Compensations: the setting used to prevent the interference 
between lasers

• Thresholds: the value from which a cell will be classified in one or 
another category

• Gates: the sets of cells that will be analyzed and/or taken into 
account for the final results 

• Cell sorting: the system that enables the sorting of cells. 

The electronics system is, with the sample preparation time, the 
weakest spot of this technique as it is heavily user-dependent with 
low reproducibility. Flow Cytometers can get samples in two different 
ways: manual or on-line sampling. 

Flow cytometry is one of the most common solutions in labs, 
especially for research purposes. Data acquired can show 
many different things depending on the optional labelling of 
cells. However, it is time-consuming in terms of workload and 
demonstrates high variability between measurements as it suffers 
in precision and accuracy from manual analysis and sampling. 
Sampling can be automated but as cells are mixed with the buffer, 
they cannot be returned to the culture. The sample is wasted. 
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Dielectric Spectroscopy Probe

A dielectric spectroscopy probe relies on cell membrane integrity and 
its impact on the cells’ impedance. A cell’s electrical impedance, as 
described by the Coulter Principle, is directly measured in the cell 
culture where the impedance is correlated to the number of living 
cells in the medium14,15. An alternating electrical field is generated 
by the probe and the polarization and depolarization of the cells is 
measured. As viable cells behave like small capacitors the signal can 
be correlated to the bio-volume, giving the viable cell density. The 
polarization in the alternating electrical field only happens to cells 

with an intact membrane and thus viable cells as dead cells have 
leaky membranes and can’t store a charge.18,19,20 The probe is in the 
culture and therefore requires no sampling.

A dielectric spectroscopy probe is certainly one of the easiest 
solutions to implement. It does not need any sampling and it 
acquires data directly from within the culture medium. However, 
its analysis software cannot benefit from machine learning and the 
probe can only detect biomass.
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Alive Dead
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Figure VIII: Dielectric Spectroscopy Probe
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Techniques using microscopy 
without staining
In Situ Microscope

An in-situ microscope21 is used to study a cell’s profile. It captures 
images of the whole culture, using red LED light to avoid disturbing 
the cells. The pictures are sent to a computer. The IRS directly works 
on the pictures/film. As the microscope is directly plunged into the 
culture, it needs no sampling.

An in-situ microscope does not need any sampling, acquires data 
directly from the culture medium and its analysis can benefit from 
machine learning. However, it is based only on cell profiles and so 
can lack precision depending on what death pathway the cells use. 
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Alive Dead

Hybridoma-culture with 
high viability (appr. 96%)

Hybridoma cells, a) entropy histogram, 
b) viability plot, osmotic shock at 230h
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Double Differential Digital Holographic Microscope

A double differential digital holographic microscope studies 
membrane integrity and cell profiles to distinguish between life and 
death. A dead cell with porous membrane diffuses light, whereas a 
living cell concentrates it in a light cone. Living and dead cells have 
thus different impacts on the light. By measuring this impact, a 
holographic fingerprint (based on 59 parameters) is captured. The 
OPL-analyzing software computes cell counting and viability based 
on this holographic approach. It acquires data in shades of grey and 
converts them into a colorized image. One of its best features is its 
ability to gather information about every single cell it visualizes. The 

microscope brings cells into its field of vision and returns them to the 
culture without disturbing them. Therefore, no samples are wasted. 

A double differential digital holographic microscope has strong 
accuracy and precision as it is based on both membrane integrity and 
cell profiles. Acquired data can show many different things without 
labelling and the analysis software benefits from machine learning. 
The sampling is automated. As cells are not mixed with anything, 
they can be returned to the culture. Therefore, the sample is not 
wasted. 

Alive Dead

Figure X: D3 Holographic Microscope
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We introduced the techniques for cell viability monitoring 
and the way they perform. We took the option of evaluating 
them by focusing on their accuracy and precision. While 
many other criteria could have been chosen (such as price, 

volume…), those two seemed more relevant in a context 
in which the main demand is for reproducibility and 
measurement as close to reality as possible. 

The future of cell culture monitoring
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Techniques Principle Acquisition Analysis Machine 
Learning

Sampling Approach User-
dependent

Hemocyto meter Integrity of the 
Membrane

Image Capture - 
Colorimetry

Manual No Manual Invasive Yes

Image Mosaïc Integrity of the 
Membrane

Image Capture - 
Colorimetry

Image Recognition 
Software

Yes Manual Invasive Yes

Cell Imaging System Integrity of the 
Membrane/Cells 

Profiles

Image Capture - 
Colorimetry/Cells 

Profiles

Image Recognition 
Software

Yes Manual/On-
Line

Invasive Yes

Flow Cytometer Integrity of the 
Membrane/Labelling

Coulter Principle Specific Software 
Analyzing Raw Data-

Manual Settings

No Manual/On-
Line

Invasive Yes

CASY Counter Integrity of the 
Membrane

Coulter Principle Specific Software 
Analyzing Raw Data

No Manual/On-
Line

Invasive Yes

In Situ Microscope Cell Profiles Image Capture -  
Cells Profiles

Image Recognition 
Software

Yes In-line Non-
Invasive

No

Dielectric Spectroscopy 
Probe

Integrity of the 
Membrane

Coulter Principle Specific Software 
Analyzing Raw Data

No In-line Non-
Invasive

No

D3 Holographic 
Microscope

Integrity of the 
Membrane

Differential Digital 
Holographic 
Microscopy

OPL-analyzing 
algorithms

Yes In-line Non-
Invasive

No

accurate/precise

inaccurate and/or imprecise

Table I: Summary Table

The table below compares each different method described above.  
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By crossing this data, the graph below can be drawn. It compares the 
accuracy and precision of the different techniques.As we can see, a 
shift to automated techniques grows when accuracy and precision 
are required. The newest tools tend to be increasingly automated 
and user-independent, no matter which method is used: Trypan Blue, 
Coulter Principle, Holography or Cell Profiles. 

Figure XI: Chart comparing the different techniques according to their accuracy and precision
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This tendency towards automation has multiple aims. It 
eliminates any risk during sampling, which is critical especially in 
production zones. It can also standardize the sampling and bring 
more homogenous samples. It generates more comparable and 
reproducible results. As it reduces the impact of humans, it deletes 
multiple causes of errors and subjectivity. It speeds up the results 
and the response (the difference is obvious for flow cytometry 
with automated sampling). This enables parameters of the culture 
environment to be corrected more rapidly. It reduces the need for an 
operator, which gives them extra time to focus on other tasks

Apart from this trend, the four systems still share the viability 
monitoring market. This mainly comes from the fact that different 
processes require different elements. For example, a process that 
does not need a precise measurement of viability but has to assess 
the expression of a gene of interest will likely be monitored by a 
flow cytometer. Another example is the use of hemocytometers in 
small labs, schools or processes that do not need efficient yields. 
Nevertheless, even if they coexist, they do not distinguish between 
life and death at the same step.

But there are countless other parameters that can be checked. 
Whereas early in the cell culture history, the main concerns were 
oxygenation and pH, cell viability is now preeminent. So, what are 
the next key parameters? 

It is most likely that it will be a combination of multiple factors. The 
emergence of machine learning and big data analysis will enable 
us to consider parameters that we do not yet consider as crucial 
to build a model closer to reality and deliver the best possible 
environment for the expected results. With these new analysis tools, 
future techniques will not suffer from restrictions from the amount 
or variety of data they will acquire. Altogether, this will lead to a 
more detailed knowledge of the culture and a better adjustment to 
the cell’s environment. Another important feature these devices will 
need is flexibility with respect to the volume of the culture being 
monitored. This will enable a quick scaling-up of the process.

Hence, future techniques must be accurate, precise, flexible and 
multi-factorial to meet those new requirements.

Living cells

Hemocytometer, Image Mosaïc, 
Cell Imaging System, CASY 
Counter, Flow Cytometry 
Spectroscopy

In situ Microscope, Lensless 
Imaging Microscope, D3 
Holographic Microscope

Life DeathPoint of no return

Dying cells Dead cells

Figure XII: Cell Death according to each technique
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